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All Quiet on the Home Front: Parenthood



A N  I N S T R U C T I O N  M A N U A L



This is a baby

4

Grooooa
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Ga ga ga

  Gooooo
Nom

m nom nom

da DA DAA

While all parents like to imagine they’ve 
created a completely unique citizen of the 
world, all babies are essentially the same

So it’s wholly acceptable to joke, talk, brag 
and bitch about babies

Because said baby is not yet a person

Because, irrespective of how bad things get, it could be absolutely any baby at all

A baby is a baby, is a baby, is a baby
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Not 
OKOK Heurgh

Heurgh

Cheers,  
thanks

HHAAHHAAHHAAHHAAHHAAHHAAHHAAHHAAHAHAHHAAHHAA

You can, for instance, share certain baby moments 
on social media

Because these posts aren’t really about the 
babies at all; they’re about their parents

The same cannot be said for your friends

This isn’t even my baby, actually
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Me

Me

Me

Me

Me

My actual kids  
are now almost old 

enough to tell their own 
stories

So this book isn’t really 
about babies at all, it’s 

all about me
Look, I’m a vet 
for the aliens!

Oh, and baby

And, given  
babies can’t read,  

I’ve created this book 
in the hope that it 

may resonate  
with you

A bit

Possibly

Well, the worst 
case scenario is 

you don’t recognise 
yourself at all, and 
can instead relish 
the fact you’re 

a far more stable 
individual than I

Onward!



You’
re joking!
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And then I had 3 kids  
within the space of two 
years, and I’m now into    

    decluttering

Some time ago, it was popular to post pictures of your  
younger self and compare them to the current iteration.  

Ten-years-younger-me just wouldn’t get now-me,  
which isn’t particularly weird

part 1:childfree and happy
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So we need a kids’ room,  
’cause Barbie’s gunna have four kids:  

two blonde and two brunette Yeah but where’s the Magic Pony 
headquarters gunna go, then?

This is Angelina –  
she can fart and wee, 

too!
This is  

Dr. Whiskerton. 
He has a PHD in 
Parapsychology, 

and collects  
Bronze Age 
jewellery.

From a young age, I understood that there are two types of people in this world:  
those who’ve always known they want kids, and everyone else

I was definitely in the latter group

For me, there were fews things as deeply 
tedious as dolls, regardless of their 
questionable bodily functions

Teddies, on the other hand, covered both 
an intrinsic cuddle-need, and were far more 
interesting characters
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So cute!
Can I change her 
nappy, pleeease?

Awww, is she 
yours?)

She thinks I had 
SEX..!

Uuuuuum...

Even so, babies were my everyday, because, as I 
reached puberty, my parents decided to start on 
a second batch

And said toddlers and infants gave us a 
certain status among our peers, who were 
very keen on babysitting.

It was actually pretty cool for my teenage 
sister and I to suddenly have “proper” kids 
about the place

The highlight of my day when an adult 
mistook me for their mother
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ADULT LIFE

I spent much of my teens in a house filled with 
baby bottles, nappies, toys and general chaos.

So by the time I moved away, it was as if I’d already had kids. I was very ready for a 
new, child-free phase to begin.

My younger siblings meant I could still watch 
cartoons completely without shame

It’s Mummm-
raaaaa, the ever

LIVING!!
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Travel

EEdduucacattiioonn!!

Yeehah!
BooRid

e animals!Rid
e animals!

(Pre-CO2 shame!)

New and useless hobbies!

Sp
ir
itu

al

D
ev

el

op
ment!

Things you 
already  

knew, over-
complicated

Things  you didn’t 
know, over-simplified

Heartbreak!

Fame & Fortune

Experiencethe unknown

for 
reals!fam

ous stuffSee

One Work 
stuff
(or lottery win)

The knows?knows?
WhoWho
knows?
Who

???

The whole world lay before me, and I had no intention of letting anything stop me exploring
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knows?knows?
WhoWho
knows?
Who

Oh hi! I’m 
your inner 

child! Great

Remember: now you’re 
living alone, you can 

eat jam straight from 
the jar

Yeah...  
Trying not to

’K, but  
you can watch TV 

whenever you want, 
and there are, like,  

a THOUSAND  
CHANNELS

Aaaand you 
can read online 

cartoons

The Proto-Norse language developed 
into Old Norse by the 8th century, and 
Old Norse began to develop into the 
modern North Germanic languages in the 
mid-to-late 14th century

Check it out – 
fencing class! Hey, that 

actually sounds 
tempting...

Besides, I already had a travel companion...
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And you  
are..?)

Inner  
teenager, 

innit

Mhm.  
I was no way near 
that interesting 

in my teens

No shit.
That’s why 
I’m here  

now

PISS OFF

And you’ll distract me as much as 
my inner child, presumably

No, mate. Just here  
to make sure you like 

the right things,  
and seem cool

Oh yeah, I also have 
fairly major issues 

with authority

Tickets 
please

Scream  
“NO WAY, PIG!” 

And I’m already  
nurturing an excruciating, 

repressed hatred of  
my own body

Brutal
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Bu
tler

 = wealth

Eccentric hat

Loyal
companions

Exotic location

We’ll eat 
you when 
you die

Both versions of myself, however, shared a vision of my old age

All this seemed like a superlative way to spend my twilight years
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There’s something  
beautiful about walking in 
the graveyard at midnight,  

don’t you think?

Definitely

Try to  
humour him/her, 
probably a goth

AAA
ACHU!

Well, that dream died a sudden, tragic death when I first developed a severe cat-allergy...

... And then met a man with whom I actually seemed to have something in common
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I’m willing to die for her Tick tock, tick tock..?

It’s wonderfulDark
Not yet, no...

Hmmm, 
looks like 
fire. This 
is fine.

AHA! 
Boiled a whole egg!  

ONE THOUSAND  
ADULT POINTS  

TO ME

When friends became parents in their twenties, I still seemed to be lacking their parent-gene

And I was far from alone, being part of a sardonic generation who both feigned 
disinterest in just about everything and revelled in our own collective ineptitude
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Travel!

Edu
catio

n!

Biz
arre

hobb
ies!

MMAASSTERTER

UUNIVERNIVERSSEEOF TOF THHEE

As a modern woman, there was no expectation that I would have children in my twenties.

My mother, who still had children at home, made sure to emphasis exactly that:

You  
REALLY  

don’t need  
to have kids 

yet…

At that time, I was  
very grateful to have 
such progressive 
parents, but it struck me 
later on that she was 
maybe trying to avoid 
yet more babysitting 
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Pssst. Kids are really disgusting, yeah?

Mu-um, 
NASTY 
LADY

Oh really?  
Honestly, not a 

clue, me

Upside
DOWN!!

For me, the whole notion of the Biological Clock was just another of the Patriarchy’s absurd inventions

While I’m not particularly proud of it, I made a conscious decision to portray myself as someone 
who knew absolutely nothing about raising children
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And you are..?

But then one day…

… My own hypothetical 
kids started turning up.
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Hey he-eey! 
Imagine if you had 
kids! What a novel 

little thought  
that is

Heh, yeah
NOW I AM WANT 
THE CHILDRENS

CHILDREN
YOU WANT 

NOW

I had always imagined that the Biological 
Clock would manifest itself as some kind of 

deep-rooted need to procreate

But it arrived instead in the form of new 
perspectives
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Simba,  
listen to your 
father, he’s so  
much older and  

wiser than  
you!

For example, parental characters in films and novels 
became more visible, giving me an entirely new 
perspective on pop culture.

And while the 
novel The Road 
was, for many, 
a ridiculously 
depressing 
apocalyptic vision 
of a ruined planet, 
it just really 
made me want to 
become a mum.

What an enthralling 
description of the 

relationship between 
child and guardian

And is that 
before or after 
they shot all 

those cannibals?
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At the same time, I was worried that parenthood would 
change me. I finally had the life I’d wanted: a partner,  
a job and a flat. Why not just lean back and enjoy it?

Rather than suddenly finding ourselves ... ... trapped in a situation neither could change
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No more hobbies 
for you!

Oooh you  
disgusting man, 

you!

Your children 
ARE your life 
– don’t ever 
forget it

Or even worse: become one of those joyless hags intent on stamping out happiness wherever it’s found;  
a figurehead for the claustrophobic terraced-house-and-2,4-children life
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MAYBE
STILL NO TO 

EVERYTHING

You have to give up 
your whole life!

Yeah but, there are 
always other people 

you have to  
consider.

Not necessarily,  
there are so many ways 
to raise kids these days

You said the same  
when I got a boyfriend…

Yeah but  
it ruins your  
whole body!!

Well, aging is 
already doing 

that, so... 

I had far too many conversations with my inner teenager



Ok, 
now? Nope. 

Mortgage 
first.

We’re only visiting you  
out of duty, Gran.

Quite 
alright, 

dear

26

Look upon us with mercy,  
O Benevolent Matriarch  

of the Theresatic Order! Majestic 
founder of our beloved tribe in the 

dark ages after the First Great 
Corona Plague. Hark hark!

Hark unto her

Accept our 
humble 

marshmallow 
offerings

cool
Tough

-

And for the record, I agree completely with those who view having kids as egotism; 
it is one of the most selfish acts imaginable.

It’s not as if the kids themselves have a say in 
the matter, either

The fear of living out our final years alone is strong 
and undoubtedly why many become parents

And for us secular types, our own clan is the closest we’ll get to immortality
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Everything covered 
in banana and 

crumbs

Ear 
defenders

Cholic

STAINS EVERYWHERE

Bodily fluids in 
curious places

No more than 
2 consecutive 

hours sleep since 
last year

Ugly, non-
educational 

toys

This is 
fine

Simultaneously, I had a 
growing sense that it would 
all probably be fine

Slowly but surely, a mental image of my life with 
children appeared through the fog. And, given my 
natural inclination towards pessimism, it looked 
much like this
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should i have kids?*

do it Don’t

A simple exercise in logic

Do you want kids? 

Are you  
evil?

Are you willing to 
sacrifice peace and 
quiet for at least 18 

years? 

Remember: 
choices 

cannot be 
revoked at 

3am

I am but a hollow 
shell, a silent void 

but for the snarling, 
screaming winds

*Never, under any 
circumstances, 
leave major 
life decisions 
to a flow chart. 
Seriously

Probably 
not

Not 
really

You 
what

Yes

Umm

Yes

YesDunno

Preach!

Are you actually as 
cynical as you seem?

Balls

No No

No

only joking!  
or am i..?

Listen kiddo, there 
ain’t nothin’ you can’t 
handle if you’re doing 
it for someone you 
love, get me?



Yeah,  
but...
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Mum – check 
the radiation 

warning! We’re 
going out for 

a walk!
On the road again…

What  
about the planet? 
Isn’t making more 

people the worst thing 
you can do? With,  

like Acid Rain,  
and the Ozone  

Layer…

A touch 
outdated, but 
you may have  

a point.

In the meantime, my favourite inner teen had another compelling argument

She did, actually, both that bringing more children into the world was not particularly 
green, and that the world in question could well be a post-apocalyptic wasteland
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But then again, not having kids felt a little like 
giving up. 

Maybe the solution to the world’s problems 
wasn’t repressing my most fundamental needs.

I wanted to be someone who invested in 
the future, both by making new people, 

and securing their future. 

  But post-
pocalypse 
sounded  
cool...

Sh
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I believe

that children

are the

future

YOU ARE SO

RIGHT, WHITNEY!

Having kids was like tying myself to the future, a conscious effort to no longer focus on myself, 
but instead on my great grandchildren

Well, that’s what I tell myself
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Racism 
Rulez

Trump  
2024

MAGA

MAGA

Ｑ

To be honest, though, what I fear the most is that all the insufferable twatbags of this world  
will fill it with their gruesome offspring, eventually becoming the majority

In which case attack really is the best defence
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It’s like twisting our bodies 
as a kind of F--- You to 

Judgement Day

Pretty punk,  
then, really...

Eventually, I even managed to convince the inner teen

So, there 
was only 
one thing 
left to do
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So…

Mm?
Um. Y’ know

Oh, never mind

Well, um, y’ know, I wondered, if, 
maybe, possibly… you wanted… Kids? Sure

Ask the husband. It went a little something like this.

Yeah, not particularly good at talking about important stuff



Yeah, I know this metaphor doesn’t work as we’d crush the babies 
when we jumped, but just ignore it and read on, alright? Cheers.

35

 

So there we were, at the edge of a parental precipice, 
ready to leap into the unknown
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Abso
lutel

y doe
s not care

 about you
Cut off the 
crusts like  
last time?

Sour Dough Plant

Man-childCat

preparatory tips! Unsure that you have what it takes to make babies? 
Why not test your skills on inferior lifeforms?

Reminiscent of a new-born in calmer moments.  
No real risk of anything other than bread.

Gives you oxygen for free, and while more Insta-
friendly than the dough, a little more difficult to 
keep alive. Still easy to replace if mishaps occur

Another level of responsibility but with violent 
mood swings that approximate puberty.  
Bonus role: grandparent/teddy bear

The classic Childish Boyfriend™ is an ideal test 
in meeting complex emotional needs.
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The sands of time stand 
still for no-one. Further 
excursions in parenthood 

can be found on the 
following pages, namely 

strips I did after suddenly 
finding myself a mother 

of three...


